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ABSTRACT

Objectives To investigate the patient safety culture in an outpatient setting in Beijing and explore the meaning and implications of the safety culture from the perspective of health workers and patients.

Methods A mixed methods approach involving a questionnaire survey and in-depth interviews was adopted. Among the 410 invited staff members, 318 completed the Hospital Survey of Patient Safety Culture (HSOPC). Patient safety culture was described using 12 subscale scores. Inter-subscale correlation analysis, ANOVA and stepwise multivariate regression analyses were performed to identify the determinants of the patient safety culture scores. Interviewees included 22 patients selected through opportunity sampling and 27 staff members selected through purposive sampling. The interview data were analysed thematically.

Results The survey respondents perceived high levels of unsafe care but had personally reported few events. Lack of ‘communication openness’ was identified as a major safety culture problem, and a perception of ‘penalty’ was the greatest barrier to the encouragement of error reporting. Cohesive ‘teamwork within units’, while found to be an area of strength, conversely served as a protective and defensive mechanism for medical practice. Low levels of trust between providers and consumers and lack of management support constituted an obstacle to building a positive patient safety culture.

Conclusions This study in China demonstrates that a punitive approach to error is still widespread despite increasing awareness of unsafe care, and managers have been slow in acknowledging the importance of building a positive patient safety culture. Strong ‘teamwork within units’, a common area of strength, could fuel the concealment of errors.

INTRODUCTION

Since the release of the Institute of Medicine report ‘To Err is Human’,¹ extensive patient safety studies have been undertaken in developed countries.²–⁸ Despite a lack of research, patient safety in developing countries, including in China, is believed to be a serious concern.⁹ Empirical evidence has shown that the risk of adverse events such as unsafe injections and acquired infection from healthcare is 2–20 times higher in developing countries than in countries in the developed world.¹⁰ The Chinese Hospital Association estimates that hospital adverse events affect 1.6–7.6 million patients each year across the nation.⁹

Patient safety depends on an organisational culture that harnesses the commitment of all staff. Such an aspect of organisational culture is usually termed ‘patient safety culture’, where members of the organisation share values, beliefs and norms related to patient safety.¹¹ It shapes the commitment to and the style of proficiency of safety practice.¹² ¹³

There is an increasing consensus on the importance of creating an open and non-punitive approach towards errors and patient safety in health organisations,¹⁴ ¹⁵ because such a culture encourages reporting of events for learning purposes¹⁶–²⁰ and influences the motivation of clinicians to engage in safer practices.¹⁶ A positive patient safety culture improves patient outcomes, such as reducing hospital-acquired infections and other adverse events.¹³ ²¹

Over the past decade, researchers have developed several instruments to assess patient safety culture.²²–²⁶ Despite largely independent development, these instruments feature similar psychometric properties and measure similar dimensions.²² ²³
In a recent review Sammer et al. categorised hospital culture of patient safety into seven key aspects: leadership, teamwork, evidence-based, communication, learning, just and patient-centred. Studies have revealed differences in patient safety culture across professions, units, hospitals and countries. The implications of such differences and the underlying reasons are less clear, although there is some speculation that these differences might be related to the structural and procedural characteristics of individual services and influenced by the national culture.

Surprisingly, little attention has been paid in international literature to safety culture in terms of outpatient care. Arguably, there are significant risks associated with outpatient care, particularly in clinics with high throughput and limited direct supervision of less experienced staff. Some studies suggest that up to 20% of all people may have experienced medical errors related to outpatient care. The diversity and variation in scope, structure and infrastructure in outpatient care may foster more opportunity for error. Unlike an inpatient environment where services usually focus on an acute illness during a short episode, outpatient care often deals with a wider range of simultaneous and/or chronic health problems of a particular individual over an extended period.

This study aims to investigate patient safety culture in an outpatient setting in Beijing and explore the meaning and implications of the safety culture through the lens of health workers and patients. In China, both hospitals and community facilities may serve as the first point of contact for patient care. According to the 2011 national health statistics report, Chinese hospitals accounted for about 35% of all outpatient visits. This high outpatient care throughput in hospitals has resulted in crowded environments and heavy workloads of hospital staff, especially in large tertiary hospitals. Despite inpatient care responsibilities and associated workload (an average of 2.2 patients per day), hospital doctors in China provided on average 6.4 outpatient consultations per day, three consultations fewer than those working in a community facility without (or with few) inpatient duties. Zhao and Chen suggest that, in Chinese hospitals, outpatient and emergency departments have the highest frequency of adverse events.

METHODS

The research was undertaken in two outpatient clinics attached to a tertiary hospital in Beijing. The data collection period commenced in February and concluded in May 2010. Most of the patients visiting the clinics were self-referred. Both clinics had a very high throughput, with each physician seeing an average of 47 patients a day. The total volume of outpatient visits reached 8000 a day (more details about the two clinics can be found in appendices 1 and 2 in the online supplement).

A mixed methods approach involving a questionnaire survey and in-depth interview was adopted. The questionnaire measured dimensional scores of patient safety culture. Over the past 5 years there has been a surge in patient safety culture studies, most using a scale to quantify the scores of safety culture. However, the meaning of those scores is not self-explanatory. The implication of any particular set of shared norms of medical practice (culture) for patient outcomes depends in part upon how patients perceive and respond to such practice. If the norms of practice are perceived as centred around the interests of the medical workers and/or their rationale is not understood/endorsed by patients, such forms of practice may not be able to deliver their intended benefits to the patients. The lack of a shared understanding could lead to fear, confusion and suspicion of patients and serious conflicts between patients and medical workers. In this study we attempted to explore the meaning and implications of patient safety culture through the lens of patients and health workers. An in-depth interview approach serves well for this purpose.

Questionnaire survey

The Hospital Survey of Patient Safety Culture (HSOPC) instrument developed by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) was used in this study. It contains 12 subscales, eight of which are unit-level measures (manager expectations and actions promoting safety, organisational learning, teamwork within units, communication openness, feedback and communication about errors, non-punitive response to errors, staffing and management support for patient safety), two are hospital-wide measures (teamwork across units and handoffs and transitions) and two are risk awareness measures (overall perceptions of safety and frequency of event reporting (institution wide)). Each subscale consists of 3–5 questions rated on a 5-point Likert scale. To make results easier to interpret, the AHRQ recommends an ‘average positive’ scoring system for calculating subscale scores. The responses to each question were given a score, with 1 representing a positive culture in favour of patient safety and 0 representing an unfavourable culture. A mean score was computed for each subscale; higher scores indicate a more favourable culture in patient safety. Although a total score based on the Likert scale may have contained more respondent information because it reflects the 5-point response to each item, its meaning is not clear and thus has not been recommended by the AHRQ. The questionnaire also contains questions about demographic characteristics, workloads and work experiences, and personal rating on patient safety and number of events reported over the past 12 months of the respondents.
The HSOPC has been widely used in assessing patient safety culture. It has been validated in a number of countries including a translated Chinese version in Taiwan and mainland China. In this study, the Cronbach α coefficients of the HSOPC subscales ranged from 0.37 to 0.81, slightly higher than those reported elsewhere in Chinese hospitals. The survey was completely anonymous and was voluntary. A total of 410 questionnaires were distributed to the staff members in the two clinics, with a return or response from 318 (77.5%).

The questionnaire data were analysed using SPSS V17.0. All questionnaires have been included in the statistical analyses. However, with regard to a specific statistical test, questionnaires with a missing value were excluded from the relevant analysis. We performed bivariate correlation analyses between the HSOPC subscales. A correlation with a Pearson coefficient (r) of <0.3 is considered weak and >0.7 is considered strong. ANOVA and multivariate regression analyses identified independent variables with a significant association with patient safety culture. In the analyses the dependent variables were the mean scores for each of the HSOPC subscales. Several factors identified in previous studies as predictors of patient safety culture were tested as independent variables, including demographic characteristics (age and sex), job characteristics (profession and qualification), work experience (career length, organisation and unit) and workload (working hours). These independent variables were treated as dummy variables. We did not make a presumption about the direction and strength of associations between these independent variables and the subscales of the HSOPC since such associations are not always straightforward and are likely to be context-specific. We also analysed the associations of the HSOPC subscales with two of the putative outcome measures: personal rating on patient safety and number of events reported by the respondents. Least significance difference was applied in the ANOVA for post hoc pairwise comparisons. The multivariate regression analyses adopted a stepwise approach using entrance/exit tolerance of 0.05/0.10.

Just under half the respondents were aged ≤35 years and the majority were women. Doctors were the single largest sub-professional group of respondents (39%). Over 90% of respondents had direct contact with patients. More than half of the respondents had worked for the current employer for more than 5 years. About 69% of respondents had an average weekly workload of 40–59 h (more details about the characteristics of the survey respondents can be found in appendix 3 in the online supplement).

In-depth interviews
In-depth interviews were undertaken with hospital staff and patients to examine (1) how each group perceives patient safety; (2) what actions patients and health providers take to ensure patient safety; and (3) how patients and providers make decisions on their course of actions.

We used a purposive sampling technique to recruit staff interviewees, who were selected based on a balance of gender, age, profession and work experience. Opportunity sampling technique was employed for recruiting patient interviewees. Patients (or their parents) aged >18 years who visited the clinics during the survey period were invited to participate. Those with an intellectual disability or frailty deemed unable to consent or where the burden of participation was considered excessive were excluded.

Informed consent was obtained prior to each interview. A prompt list of questions was developed (see details in appendices 4 and 5 in the online supplement), but the interview was kept flexible. Each interview took about 1 h and was digitally recorded. A research assistant transcribed the recorded data as soon as each interview was completed so that data analysis could be performed to inform the needs of further interviews. The accuracy of the transcriptions was reviewed (and corrected if necessary) by the researchers.

Data coding was achieved using NVivo. Keywords in the expression of the participants were first extracted as a primary code. The primary codes expressing similar ideas were compared and then either rephrased into a more consistent code or divided into two or more different codes which were then categorised. The selective coding related the categories to each other via a combination of deductive (using Sammer’s safety culture model and the HSOPC subscales as a coding framework) and inductive thinking. Coding by individual researchers was discussed in research team seminars, as were the differences and similarities between the findings of the interviews and the questionnaire survey.

A total of 22 patients, 15 health workers and 12 health managers eventually completed the interviews (more details about the characteristics of the interviewees can be found in appendix 6 in the online supplement).

RESULTS
Poor patient safety outcomes are evident
Some 20% of questionnaire respondents (health workers) graded patient safety as ‘extremely poor’. However, the number of events reported by the respondents personally was very low. Over the past 12 months, 67.4% of respondents did not report an adverse event, 21.4% reported 1–2 events and 11% reported ≥3 events. Similarly, low scores were found in ‘overall perception of patient safety’ (0.52) and ‘frequency of event reporting’ (0.38) of the HSOPC.

The interviews revealed that both health workers and patients were aware of the seriousness of poor patient safety. However, they had different views...
regarding the nature of the patient safety problem. Health workers tended to see patient safety risk as a result of the complex nature of outpatient care, inappropriate staffing and heavy workload, staff incompetence, policies that create perverse incentives and lack of patient support. In contrast, patients tended to see health workers driven by self-interest and to blame them for making errors, which typically involved inappropriate services and excessive tests. While health workers saw inappropriate or over-service as an indication of lack of competency or necessary defensive practice, patients assumed they were directed to maximising revenues (table 1).

**Poor patient safety culture is associated with poor patient safety outcome**

The personal rating of patient safety was associated with all patient safety culture subscales. Those who perceived themselves as working in a more positive safety culture were more likely to judge patient safety as good (see appendix 7 in online supplement). However, patient safety culture was given a poor grade by the respondents of the questionnaire (health workers). They reported very low scores in ‘non-punitive response to errors’ (0.23), ‘adequacy of staffing to support good patient care’ (0.29) and ‘communication openness’ (0.31), despite relatively high scores in ‘teamwork within units’ (0.85) and ‘organisational learning’ (0.71).

**Strong teamwork within units reflects internal protection**

According to the interviewees, the high scores in ‘teamwork within units’ can be explained as strong internal protection. Health workers admitted that, within a unit, staff members protected each other, in particular when patients were present. With regard to correction of error, they took every precaution not to offend colleagues.

You don’t need to point out your colleagues’ error in front of patients. If a colleague doesn’t wear a mask in a medical procedure, why should you be bothered to point it out if it would not lead to real harm to the patient? It is not necessary. Every doctor is cautious in practice. They don’t want to hurt patients … The older you are, the more cautious you become. It is like a growing up process. (Physician)

I will not report errors to managers. I don’t want to cause trouble. I may talk to my colleagues in private because we may have made similar errors … But if a doctor prescribed more medicine than what was restricted to, a colleague might point it out. Because if not, it will be identified later for sure, and the doctor will be blamed by the manager and there will be a financial penalty. It is for the good of our colleagues. (Nurse)

However, such protection did not apply as strongly to those outside of their unit or organisation. Unfavourable comments on advice given by an external doctor could occur in the context of defending one’s own judgement or practice.

**Punitive approach to error**

Health workers preferred not to report errors. The supportive culture within units fuelled the concealment of errors. Careful considerations were taken when staff determined whether or not to report errors.

I would not criticise my subordinate without careful consideration. I point out errors only for the sake of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Perceptions of risks of patient safety in outpatient care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
<td><strong>Perceptions of health providers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of outpatient care delivery system</td>
<td>Multiple service providers; multiple processes; intermittent contacts; multiple problems; patients can walk away anytime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working/service environment</td>
<td>No continuing patient–provider relationship; no complete medical records; not sharing information; lack of interprofessional communication; not enough time; no medication supervision; excessive policy intervention; understaffing; seriously overloaded; high stress level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider–patient communication</td>
<td>Patients do not disclose essential information; poor literacy of patients; no patient identification system; forged identification; patients talk too much but do not get to point; wrong information shared between patients; waste of time; patients not reasonable; patients too demanding; patients not understanding; patients have too high expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making by providers</td>
<td>Poor knowledge; lack of experience; one-off contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making by patients</td>
<td>Do not read medication instructions; depend on unreliable information; negative influence from other patients; demand immediate solution; seek second opinion; use one doctor to argue against another</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prevent serious consequences. You don’t want to give people an impression of being a whistle blower … For my colleagues, I have to be 100% sure that they are making mistakes before I take a gentle approach to remind them, such as touching or whispering. I want them to know I am helping them … If mistakes have been made, I need to look at the potential consequences. If no serious consequences, you just remind your colleagues in private. I would only go to our managers when serious consequences are likely to occur. (Nurse Manager)

Managers acknowledged that punishing individuals was considered to be an effective measure to motivate learning.

We punished our staff for errors, not because we wanted to do so. We just followed instructions from the senior managers. It is not up to us to make a decision. There is no communication whatsoever. (Manager)

The questionnaire survey verified the findings from the in-depth interview: 70% of respondents agreed that they would report self-errors while only one-third of respondents would report errors made by their colleagues. A little more than half of the respondents would report management errors (see appendix 8 in online supplement). The regression analyses showed that the number of events personally reported was significantly associated with a positive perception of ‘feedback and communication about error’ and ‘non-punitive response to error’ (see appendix 7 in online supplement). However, about 38% of respondents expressed no confidence in a ‘no penalty’ policy regarding reported errors, which was also the primary reason for not reporting self-errors. More than half of respondents were concerned about being seen as a whistle blower, which would be detrimental to their collegial relationships. Approximately one-third of respondents felt no obligation to report errors made by their colleagues or managerial arrangements. Fewer than 63% of respondents would be open to using an anonymous reporting system (see appendix 8 in online supplement).

Poor communication

The interviews revealed that both health workers and patients acknowledged difficulties in communication, although they regarded the underlying reasons differently. Patients blamed doctors for ‘impatience’, felt that they were not in a position to initiate effective communication and believed they had no choice other than to seek a second opinion. Health workers believed that communication was poor because they were too busy, patients had poor literacy and did not respect their professional authority.

Communication openness was seriously jeopardised by the lack of trust between health workers and patients and, as a result, the defensive practice adopted by medical practitioners.

They (patients) see more than one doctor at a visit. They just don’t trust any of us. They want comparisons and verifications. (Physician)

Indeed, the more crowded a clinic was, the more likely the clinic was chosen by a patient as his/her preferred provider.

Some patients don’t have to come to our clinic. It is already overloaded. But patients think we are better than community centres. (Manager)

Due to the lack of trust, risk-aversive precautions were taken by health organisations and health workers.

According to our policy, dispensed medicines are not allowed to be returned to pharmacy even if patients have realised that those are not what they want. (Physician)

Increased diagnostic tests and prescriptions were often employed as a strategy by health workers to defend themselves in cases of patient complaints. Defensive strategies might be extended to clinical pathways, medical records and even video monitoring.

Sometimes you don’t know what patients want … It is not us as doctors who want to order so many tests. I prefer to order those rather than risking missing something and being accused by patients [of negligence]. (Physician)

Inadequacy of staffing

‘Understaffing’, ‘not enough time’, ‘seriously overloaded’ and ‘high stress level’ appeared often as a major theme during the interviews with health workers (table 1). Some senior staff expressed concerns about the lack of experience of junior staff and the detrimental impact of heavy workloads on patient safety.

Indeed, workloads emerged as a significant contributor to four patient safety culture subscales. A workload in the normal or lower range was positively associated with a culture in favour of patient safety (see appendix 9 in online supplement). The regression models showed that clinicians with a heavy workload were less likely to appreciate the contribution of the local manager to patient safety, were less appreciative of the strength of organisational learning and continuous improvement, were less positive about the teamwork between units and were less concerned about the risks of handoffs and transitions (see appendix 7 in online supplement).

Workload was also associated with personal patient safety rating. Those who were overloaded perceived worse patient safety. About 40% of questionnaire respondents (health workers) who worked more than 60 h a week rated overall patient safety as ‘poor’, whereas fewer than 20% of those working less than
60 h reported poor patient safety. The difference was statistically significant ($\chi^2=15.27, p=0.004$).

Factors associated with patient safety culture

The attitudes of management (local and senior) and subprofessional culture were identified as important factors associated with patient safety culture.

Perceptions of managers (both local and senior) having positive attitudes to safety were associated with a higher estimation of patient safety (see appendix 7 in online supplement). The attitudes of management also had the strongest associations with other culture domains. The correlation analysis of questionnaire data showed that the patient safety culture subscales had weak to medium correlations with each other, with the majority of the medium correlations (21 out of 27) being associated with ‘manager expectations and actions promoting safety’ (9), ‘management support for patient safety’ (8) and ‘staffing’ (7) (see appendix 10 in online supplement).

Overall, the patient safety culture across subprofessions was very similar. However, significant differences appeared in a few patient safety culture dimensions between subprofessional groups. Nurses scored higher in influence of manager/supervisor dimensions between subprofessional groups. Nurses also scored higher in ‘frequency of events reporting’ than doctors and administrative staff (table 2). This is perhaps because doctors were less likely than the others to perceive a non-punitive culture (see appendix 7 in online supplement).

Despite the poorer patient safety culture of doctors compared with nurses, patients felt reluctant to challenge doctors. The interviews revealed that a large power distance existed between doctors and patients. They often divulged dissatisfaction (if any) to nurses, perhaps because they perceived nurses as occupying a lower position within the medical hierarchy.

DISCUSSION

Patient safety culture is important for improving patient safety

The health workers in this study perceived higher levels of unsafe care but reported fewer events than those from some other countries.\(^\text{12}^{12,28,32}\) This is not surprising given the negative patient safety culture revealed in this study. The study found that a more positive patient safety culture was associated with staff estimations of patient safety generally. Respondents to this study—regardless of their age, sex, work experience or workload—consistently identified a lack of ‘communication openness’ as a major safety culture problem. The area with the most potential for

| Table 2 Comparison of average positive scores of HOSPC subscales across subprofessional groups |
|-----------------------------------------------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
|                                 | Physician (1) | Other health worker (2) | Nurse (3) | Administration/management (4) |          |          | Pairwise comparisons (ANOVA) |          |          |          |
|                                | Mean | SE      | Mean | SE      | Mean | SE      | p Value |          |          |          |
| Frequency of events reporting | 0.34 | 0.04 | 0.39 | 0.06 | 0.48 | 0.05 | 0.33 | 0.06 | 0.05 | (1) vs (3); (3) vs (4) |
| Overall perceptions of patient safety | 0.52 | 0.03 | 0.51 | 0.04 | 0.54 | 0.02 | 0.49 | 0.04 | 0.75 |          |
| Manager expectations and actions promoting patient safety | 0.62 | 0.03 | 0.70 | 0.05 | 0.74 | 0.03 | 0.60 | 0.05 | 0.03 | (1) vs (3); (3) vs (4) |
| Organisational learning | 0.74 | 0.03 | 0.71 | 0.05 | 0.75 | 0.03 | 0.58 | 0.05 | 0.01 | (4) vs others |
| Teamwork within units | 0.85 | 0.02 | 0.83 | 0.03 | 0.84 | 0.03 | 0.86 | 0.03 | 0.92 |          |
| Communication openness | 0.32 | 0.03 | 0.29 | 0.04 | 0.30 | 0.03 | 0.35 | 0.04 | 0.76 |          |
| Feedback and communication about error | 0.63 | 0.03 | 0.61 | 0.06 | 0.64 | 0.04 | 0.51 | 0.05 | 0.15 | (4) vs (1); (4) vs (3) |
| Staffing | 0.29 | 0.03 | 0.32 | 0.04 | 0.28 | 0.03 | 0.30 | 0.04 | 0.91 |          |
| Non-punitive response to error | 0.18 | 0.02 | **0.31** | 0.04 | 0.23 | 0.03 | 0.24 | 0.03 | 0.03 | (1) vs (2) |
| Management support for patient safety | 0.52 | 0.03 | 0.59 | 0.05 | 0.52 | 0.04 | 0.50 | 0.05 | 0.65 |          |
| Teamwork across units | 0.56 | 0.03 | **0.68** | 0.05 | 0.58 | 0.04 | 0.48 | 0.05 | 0.05 | (2) vs (1); (2) vs (4) |
| Handoffs and transitions | 0.48 | 0.03 | 0.45 | 0.05 | 0.54 | 0.03 | 0.43 | 0.06 | 0.28 |          |

Bold type indicates dimensional scores with a significant difference from one or more others across subprofessional groups. HOSPC, Hospital Survey of Patient Safety Culture; LSD, least significant difference.
improvement also includes non-punitive response to error. Our results showed that the respondents expressed no confidence in the non-punitive policy regarding error reporting and perceived ‘penalty’ to be the greatest barrier for encouraging the reporting of errors. These findings are consistent with those of several other studies in China.\textsuperscript{9, 44–46}

‘Teamwork within units’ has emerged as an area of strength in almost all HSOPC studies,\textsuperscript{5, 8, 24, 44–46} including in this study. A surprising finding of this study is that teamwork served as a self-defensive mechanism in the medical practice. Unlike Erler et al\textsuperscript{30} who established medium association between ‘teamwork within unit’ and ‘frequency of events reporting’, no such association is evident in our study. This might be associated with the Chinese tradition that encourages a doctrine of collectivism.\textsuperscript{29, 47} Degeling et al\textsuperscript{57} argued that a strong sense of collective body can be translated into teamwork. However, such teamwork is not necessarily patient-centred.\textsuperscript{9, 12, 48}

**Patient safety culture is shaped by the institutional and wider social context**

The respondents of this study reported inadequate staffing as another area with the most potential for improvement. In addition, workload emerged as one of the most important factors associated with the staff rating of patient safety culture. Overloaded staff tended to report a worse patient safety culture, and this is consistent with other studies.\textsuperscript{9, 49}

Although there is a consensus that doctors play an important role in patient safety, we found that they were less likely to report events and feel confidence in non-punitive approaches to error than their colleagues. Such phenomena are also reflected in patient safety research culture. Nursing-related adverse events have been studied extensively in China;\textsuperscript{40, 50, 51} however, comparatively, there exists a conspicuous gap in research into adverse events in relation to services provided by doctors.

One of the lessons from this study is that patient safety culture is closely associated with the environment in which healthcare services are delivered. Without doubt, Chinese health workers are working in a very difficult and challenging environment.\textsuperscript{49, 52–55} Serious conflict exists between health workers and patients. Over the past three decades the Chinese government has attempted to limit government expenditure while still maintaining a viable medical industry through encouraging providers to raise funds through user charges. Staff remuneration policies in hospitals are commonly linked to servicing volumes and departmental revenues. Notwithstanding big increases in government funding in recent years, these perverse incentives continue to drive over-servicing.\textsuperscript{54}

Understandably, consumers become angry and even violent when facing high copayments for services they fear may be unnecessary or if denied essential medical care based on inability to pay.\textsuperscript{56}

Patient complaints are commonly settled through payment of financial compensation to consumers, and it appears that the expectation that consumers are predisposed to complain can exacerbate defensive practice. Both patient and health worker participants in this study agreed that doctors tended to use over-provision of services as a strategy to cope with such inherent conflict and defend themselves. Doctors must develop a treatment plan to meet the interests of their patient and also consider the available alternatives which may be more financially beneficial to their organisation. Clinical decision-making often involves a high level of vigilance as doctors weigh possible utilitarian gains and losses for their patients and significant others.\textsuperscript{57} A doctor may experience psychological stress if a decision is made that does not benefit the organisation, especially in the context of China where hospital doctors are employees and a great power distance exists between managers and doctors. There is a danger that such an environment may drive doctors into passive compliance or defensive avoidance, leading to a medical culture where doctors do not consider that their practices contribute to the patient safety problem.

**Strategies for ensuring patient safety**

It is important to acknowledge that patient safety is dependent upon a systems approach, which requires contributions and collaborations from a wide range of stakeholders and extends beyond the boundary of an individual unit or organisation. International evidence has shown that priorities in patient safety initiatives should be given to a formalised culture and institutional systems and procedures where lessons could be learnt through past errors.\textsuperscript{58}

Strong leadership and managerial support is critical to the development of a positive patient safety culture that encourages learning. Our inter-subscale correlation analyses demonstrated that perceived management support is the domain with the strongest associations with other domains of patient safety culture. Unlike the USA,\textsuperscript{13} managers did not perceive the patient safety culture more positively than other staff, which may indicate a greater potential for management improvement. A recent systematic review proved that leadership and managerial support as well as governance structures can have an impact on patient safety culture.\textsuperscript{11}

Building trust between providers and consumers and between managers and health workers is essential for empowering health workers to address patient safety issues. The lack of trust is a serious issue of concern in patient care in China.\textsuperscript{51} Without trust, it is unlikely that health workers will endorse the idea of open communication and fostering outcome learning from errors.
Patient safety activities should align with cultural values prized by Chinese people. Meanwhile, however, institutional and administrative arrangements should encourage involvement of frontline practitioners and consumers in policy development and management decisions. As is noticed by some observers, the cultural values of Chinese consumers are changing and they are demanding a greater voice in policy and management decisions.59

Limitations and further studies
This study was undertaken in two clinics in one hospital. Further research is needed to extend the scope and sample size. There is also a need to test the association between patient safety culture and quality of patient care, in which patient centeredness should become a key element of measurement. In a recent pilot study we confirmed that participation in management decisions is positively associated with doctors’ perceptions on quality of care.60
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